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Abstract. The non-active operation phase of ITER will be done in H and 4He plasmas at half the 
nominal magnetic field, B0=2.65T. At this field and for the given frequency range of the ICRF 
system (f=40-55MHz), three ICRF heating scenarios are available a priori: (i) Fundamental ICRH 
of majority H plasmas at f40MHz, (ii) second harmonic (N=2) 3He ICRH in H plasmas at 
f53MHz and (iii) fundamental minority H heating in 4He plasmas at f40MHz. While the latter is 
expected to perform well for not too large H concentrations, the heating scenarios available for the 
Hydrogen plasmas are less robust. Recent JET experiments performed in similar conditions to those 
expected in ITER’s half-field phase confirmed the low performance of these two scenarios and 
numerical simulations have shown that the situation is not much improved in ITER, mainly because 
of the rather modest plasma temperature and density expected in its initial operation phase. A 
summary of the main experimental results obtained at JET followed by numerical predictions for 
ITER’s half-field ICRF heating scenarios will be presented.       

Keywords: ICRF heating, tokamak, ITER 
PACS: 52.55.Fa, 52.50.Qt, 52.25.Mq 

INTRODUCTION 

ITER will start its operation with Hydrogen and 4He plasmas at reduced 
magnetic field. At half the nominal field, B0=2.65T, and with the auxiliary power 
currently foreseen for this phase, 16.5MW neutral beam injection (NBI), 15MW 
off-axis electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) and 10MW on-axis ion 
cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), most discharges are expected to be in L-
mode and typical central densities of n03.5x1019/m3 and central temperatures of 
Ti8keV and Te10keV are estimated [1]. In these calculations, it was estimated 
that 10MW of ICRF power would be sufficient for raising the ion and electron 
temperatures from TiTe=5keV to Ti=8keV and Te=10keV, respectively, if central 
ICRF heating with equal power sharing between electrons and ions is considered. 
This is an optimistic assessment and assumes that all the power launched by the 
ICRF antenna is absorbed in the plasma (100% heating efficiency). 

In Hydrogen plasmas and for the designed frequency range of the ICRF 
heating system in ITER (f=40-55MHz), fundamental (N=1) ion cyclotron heating 
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of H majority ions at f40MHz and 2nd harmonic (N=2) ion cyclotron heating of 
3He ions at f53MHz are possible scenarios for central ion heating at B0=2.65T. 
However, both are characterized by poor ion absorption: The N=1 H majority 
scenario suffers from the adverse polarization of the RF fields close to the ion 
cyclotron resonance layer of the majority H ions (‘screening effect’) whereas the 
N=2 3He heating scheme requires a relatively large fraction of ‘minority’ ions to 
become efficient. Results of recent JET experiments [2] and preliminary numerical 
simulations of the ICRF heating scenarios for ITER’s half-field Hydrogen phase 
[3,4] confirm that low single-pass power absorption with dominant fast wave 
electron heating will take place, and that high heating efficiencies (as those 
typically observed in fundamental ICRF minority heating) will be unlikely.  

Although expected to be performing well at moderate Hydrogen 
concentration, the classical N=1 H minority heating scheme to be used in the 4He 
plasma phase of ITER may become less efficient if the H concentration gets too 
large, as e.g. by H-pellet injection for ELM control in H-mode discharges. This 
well known effect was observed experimentally in many tokamak’s [5,6] and was 
also confirmed numerically [7].  

Given the fact that ITER will strongly rely on every MW of auxiliary heating 
power that can be injected into the plasma, numerical and experimental 
investigations aiming at testing and optimizing the performance of these ICRF 
scenarios are crucial for a successful operation of ITER in its early phase. In this 
paper, the main results from recent JET experiments focusing on the ICRF 
scenarios for ITER’s half-field Hydrogen phase followed by preliminary numerical 
predictions of their performance in ITER conditions are presented. The simulations 
also include an example of the influence of the H concentration on the N=1 H 
minority scenario foreseen for the 4He plasma phase.  
   

SUMMARY OF JET EXPERIMENTS 

The ICRF parameters of the half-field phase of ITER in H plasmas were 
closely reproduced in the JET experiments [2]: The N=1 H majority heating 
scenario was studied at f=42.5MHz / B0=2.65T and the N=2 3He heating 
experiments were done at f=51.5MHz / B0=2.65T. In these conditions, the 
fundamental ion cyclotron resonance layer of the H ions and the 2nd harmonic ion 
cyclotron resonance of the 3He ions are both located near the plasma centre. The 
antenna phasing was dipole (k//6.5m-1) in both cases and up to 5.5MW of ICRF 
power was coupled to the plasma. Aside from the different ICRF settings and the 
dilution of the H plasmas with 3He in the N=2 3He heating pulses, the plasmas 
were similar in the two sessions. Both experiments were performed in L-mode and 
adopted a low triangularity plasma shape, with antenna - plasma (separatrix) 
distances around 10-11cm. Typical central densities of n03x1019/m3 and central 
temperatures ranging from Te=2-4keV, depending on the NBI power applied 
(0<PNBI<8MW), were obtained in the discharges. Although the central densities of 
the JET experiments are comparable to those expected in the initial phase of ITER, 
both electron and ion temperatures are well below leading to a different collisional 
regime than the one expected in ITER.   

The experimental ICRF heating efficiencies (= power transferred to the 
bulk plasma / coupled RF power) for electrons and H ions obtained by analyzing, 
respectively, the electron and ion temperature responses to fast variations in the 
applied ICRF power [8] are depicted in Fig.1 for the fundamental H majority 
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experiments (left) and for the 2nd  harmonic 3He heating experiments (right). The 
prompt response of the electron temperature to the ICRF power variations confirm 
that in both scenarios the electron absorption is mainly due to direct fast wave 
Landau damping (ELD) and Transit Time Magnetic Pumping (TTMP) and not to 
collisional slowing-down of ICRF accelerated ions, as is usually the case in 
minority heating schemes. For the H majority case, the electrons absorb typically 
twice as much RF power as the ions and both absorptivities increase with the 
central plasma temperature, reaching a total heating efficiency of 0.4 at 
Te0=2.5keV. The slope of the heating efficiency of the ions is somewhat steeper 
than the one of the electrons, indicating that the ion cyclotron absorption of the H 
ions is privileged when increasing the bulk plasma temperature within the studied 
range. For the N=2 3He heating scenario, the dependence of the heating efficiency 
with the temperature was minor, but a clear enhancement of the ICRF absorption 
for higher 3He concentrations was observed. Note that it is the ion heating that is 
mainly improved at higher 3He concentrations and that the total heating efficiency 
reached at X[3He]20%, where the ion absorption exceeds that of the electrons, is 
similar to the one obtained for the H majority case (0.3-0.4). The ion absorption 
at low X[3He] (as currently proposed for ITER) is very small and the total heating 
efficiency is only about 0.2 in these conditions.  

FIGURE 1. (Left) Ion (triangles) and electron (circles) heating efficiencies as function of the 
central plasma temperature for a series of discharges of the fundamental H majority ICRF scenario 
in JET; (Right) Ion (triangles) and electron (circles) heating efficiencies as function of the 3He 
concentration for a discharge of the N=2 3He ICRF heating scheme, in which a ramp-up of the 3He 
concentration from 7-25% was imposed.   

As mentioned, the modest RF heating efficiencies obtained in both scenarios 
(compared to typical values of ≥ 0.8 observed in minority ICRF heating 
schemes) were anticipated: Fundamental majority ICRF heating suffers from the 
near-vanishing E+ RF electric field component close to the ion cyclotron resonance 
layer whilst second harmonic heating requires large minority fractions to produce 
efficient bulk plasma heating. An important consequence of the low absorptivity of 
these heating schemes is the enhancement of plasma-wall interactions leading to 
relatively large impurity content and considerable radiation losses. This is depicted 
in Fig.2 (left), where the total radiated power is shown as function of the ICRF 
power for the N=1 H (circles) and for the N=2 3He (triangles) heating experiments. 
The data correspond to 0.4s time averaged values sampled throughout the pulses in 
which the density, temperature and NBI power (~1.3MW) were similar.  

The fact that the radiation losses for a given ICRF power level are higher for 
the N=2 3He case than for the fundamental H majority case is not only due to the 
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presence of relatively large fractions of 3He in the plasma (higher Zeff), but is also 
related to a stronger RF-induced plasma-wall interaction observed in this case, 
leading to a higher impurity content in the plasma. This is depicted in Fig.2 (right), 
where the line emission intensity of Beryllium measured by visible spectroscopy is 
shown as function of the ICRF power for the two scenarios. The same time 
intervals as on the left figure were considered. A similar study for the C+6 and C+4 
spectroscopy measurements (not shown) supported by 2D bolometer tomography 
indicates that most of the additional radiation observed in the N=2 3He case comes 
from the plasma edge and the divertor region rather than from the bulk plasma [9]. 

FIGURE 2. Total radiated power (left) and intensity of Be line (right) as function of the ICRF 
power for the N=1 H (circles) and the N=2 3He (triangles) ICRF heating schemes.  
 

The stronger plasma wall interaction observed in the N=2 3He-H case with 
respect to the N=1 H majority case despite the similar ICRF heating efficiencies 
(and similar antenna coupling conditions) is believed not only to be related to the 
different RF sheath rectification effects at the two distinct RF frequencies but also 
to enhanced fast ion losses observed in the N=2 3He-H experiments [10]. 
 

PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS FOR ITER 

Numerical simulations of the ICRF scenarios proposed for ITER’s initial 
operation phase were performed at B0=2.65T (IP=7.5MA), with f=42MHz for the 
H majority and H-4He scenarios and f=53MHz for the N=2 3He-H case. The 
equilibrium profiles computed for 41.5MW of NBI+ECRF+ICRF auxiliary power 
[1] (L-mode 2: n0=3.3x1019/m3, Ti=8keV, Te=10keV) were adopted in the 
calculations and parametric scans on plasma density, temperature and ‘minority’ 
concentration were done to assess their impact on the ICRF absorptivity of the 
various heating scenarios. For this study, we mainly focus on the results obtained 
with the 1D TOMCAT code [11], since it provides the absorbed power fraction  
of the waves in a single-pass through the plasma (SPA). Although the SPA is 
closely related to the heating efficiency () of an ICRH scenario, a quantitative 
relationship between these two quantities requires a multi-pass wave model that 
includes power losses outside the bulk plasma (SOL, divertor, etc.), what is outside 
the scope of the present paper. In practice, as long as the SPA values are not too 
low, they give a good indication of the heating efficiency observed experimentally 
in typical L-mode JET discharges. A more detailed analysis of these heating 
schemes comparing the results of various 2D wave codes is reported in [3].  

 In Fig. 3, examples of the power absorption profiles obtained for the N=1 H 
(left) and for the N=2 3He (right) heating schemes in H plasmas with TOMCAT 
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using the plasma parameters mentioned earlier are depicted. The dominant toroidal 
mode (n=34) of the ITER antenna spectrum with 00 phasing was adopted [12] 
and 4% of 3He was considered in the N=2 3He heating simulations.  

FIGURE 3. Power absorption profiles computed for the N=1 H (left) and for the N=2 3He (right) 
heating scenarios for the initial ITER H plasmas at Bo=2.65T. For the latter, 4% 3He was 
considered in the plasma. The normalized power fractions are indicated in the legends. 
 

It is clear that in both cases direct fast-wave electron heating is the dominant 
absorption process and that the minority species in the N=2 3He heating scheme 
only absorbs a very small amount of the total power at the low concentration 
considered (as will be shown later the ion absorption is gradually enhanced by 
increasing X[3He]). Also note that parasitic absorption of H ions is possible at the 
high-field side in this scenario, particularly if high energy H-beams would be used. 
In the conditions of Fig.3, the single-pass absorption of the ICRF power is only 
about =0.3 for the N=1 H heating scheme (left) and about =0.25 for the N=2 
3He heating scenario (right).  

In Fig.4 the single-pass absorption of the individual plasma species in the 
N=1 H majority heating scenario plotted as function of the H temperature (left) and 
of the plasma central density (right) are illustrated.  

FIGURE 4. Single-pass absorption of the plasma constituents as function of the H temperature 
(left) and the plasma density (right) for fundamental H majority heating in ITER’s half-field phase. 

 
By increasing the H temperature, the ion absorption is strongly enhanced due 

to the Doppler-shift broadening of the H cyclotron resonance layer. At TH20keV, 
the ion absorption becomes dominant (the electron temperature was kept constant 
at Te=10keV in these simulations). The increase in the plasma central density leads 
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to a strong enhancement of the total single-pass absorption, mainly due to more 
efficient (fast wave) electron heating.  

In Fig.5 the single-pass absorption of the plasma species for the N=2 3He 
heating scheme is plotted as function of the 3He concentration (left) and as 
function of the plasma central density (right). As expected by simple theory (and 
as observed in the JET experiments), the 3He absorption is gradually increased 
when the fraction of 3He ions is larger in the plasma while the electron absorption 
is virtually insensitive to the 3He concentration. However, for the ITER conditions 
- where the (LFS) fast wave electron absorption always plays a considerable role in 
the RF power balance - the 3He power absorption is practically negligible at low 
concentrations and one would need as much as X[3He]30% in the plasma to 
achieve dominant ion heating. The dependence of the power absorption with the 
plasma density is similar to the one obtained for the N=1 H heating case, showing 
a strong increase when the central density is augmented but mainly due to 
enhanced electron heating. For the N=2 3He heating scenario, the ICRF absorption 
dependence on the 3He temperature is weak.  

FIGURE 5. Dependence of the single-pass absorption on the 3He concentration (left) and on the 
plasma density (right) for the N=2 3He heating scenario in ITER’s half-field phase. 

 
In contrast to the two ICRF scenarios discussed so far, the fundamental H 

minority heating scheme to be used in the 4He plasma phase at half-field is 
expected to be very efficient, as long as the Hydrogen concentration in the plasma 
does not become too large. Examples of the power absorption profiles computed 
with the TOMCAT code for the H-4He heating scheme in ITER’s half-field 
conditions for X[H]=5% (left) and X[H]=30% (right) are given in Fig.6. The total 
single-pass absorptions are 1 and =0.7, respectively, confirming the good 
performance of this scenario even in the high minority concentration case, were the 
ion absorption is clearly jeopardized. Note that the increased electron absorption 
observed for larger X[H] is not due to mode-conversion effects but rather due to an 
enhancement of the fast wave Landau damping / TTMP absorption process. 

The impact of the H concentration on the absorptivity of this heating scheme 
is illustrated in more detail in Fig.7, where the single-pass absorption per species is 
plotted as function of X[H] for 3 cases: (left) Reference case (L-mode 2) with 
Te/Ti=8/10keV and n=34 (00); (centre) L-mode 1 scenario with Te/Ti=4/5keV 
and n=34 (00); (right) L-mode 1 scenario with n=60 (00). One sees that the 
H minority absorption decreases strongly with X[H] in all cases, as consequence of 
the less favorable RF field polarization near the IC resonance layer when the 4He 
plasma is diluted (‘screening effect’). The electrons, on the other hand, do profit 
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from the plasma dilution but not strongly enough to compensate the decrease in the 
ion absorptivity an thus the total single-pass absorption decreases from 1 (for 
low H concentrations) to about =0.6 at X[H]=50% in the reference case (left). At 
lower temperatures (centre), although the decrease in the ion absorption with X[H] 
is similar, the electrons do not profit as much from the change in the RF field 
polarization as in the high temperature case, and the total absorption is strongly 
compromised at high H concentrations. However, there are indications that by 
operating at antenna phasing configurations that favor the excitation of high k// 
modes (right), the good absorptivity can be recovered even at lower temperatures. 

 

FIGURE 6. Power absorption profiles for the H-4He heating scheme at f=42MHz in the initial 
ITER plasma conditions for X[H]=5% (left) and X[H]=30% (right). The normalized power 
fractions absorbed by the various species are indicated in the legends. 
 

 
FIGURE 7. Single-pass absorption per species as function of X[H] for 3 different cases: (left) L-
mode 2 scenario with Te/Ti=8/10keV and n=34 (00); (centre) L-mode 1 scenario with 
Te/Ti=4/5keV and n=34 (00); (right) L-mode 1 scenario with n=60 (00). 

To conclude this section, let us remind that the results shown here were 
computed with a single toroidal mode n. As discussed in [13], considering only 
the dominant toroidal modes of a given antenna spectrum (instead of the full 
toroidal spectrum) is a good approximation for well absorbing scenarios, as e.g. the 
N=1 H-4He minority scheme discussed here or the scenarios foreseen for the full-
field operation phase of ITER. For low absorption scenarios such as those 
available for the H plasma phase, there is a considerable fraction of reactive RF 
power sloshing around the machine and the results are much more sensitive to the 
actual antenna spectrum considered.     
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SUMMARY 

The ICRF heating schemes proposed for ITER's half-field phase were 
examined. Unlike the standard H minority heating scenario foreseen for the 
operation in 4He plasmas, which has high single-pass absorptivity and thus is 
expected to yield good heating performance, it was found - both via simulations 
and experimentally in JET - that the heating schemes available for the H plasma 
operation have poor heating efficiency for the typical plasma parameters expected 
in the initial ITER phase. The simulations have shown that direct fast wave 
electron heating will dominate in both the fundamental H majority and in the 2nd 
harmonic 3He ICRF heating schemes, particularly at the rather modest densities 
and temperatures expected in the L-mode plasmas. Increased plasma density and 
temperature both help to enhance the ICRF power absorption but in general 
electron rather than ion damping is primarily improved. For the fundamental H 
majority heating case, the ion temperature plays a major role on the scenario’s 
performance but ion temperatures of about 20keV are necessary to achieve 
dominant ion heating. For the N=2 3He ICRF heating case, the ion temperature has 
a weaker influence and the 3He concentration is the main actuator on the heating 
performance. However, the simulations indicate that 3He concentrations as high as 
30% are needed to achieve prevailing ion heating, with a total single-pass 
absorption of 0.45. The absorptivity is only about 0.25 for the X[3He]=4% 
value, presently the maximal concentration foreseen to be used in ITER.   

For the half-field 4He plasma phase, the simulations indicate that 
fundamental H minority heating is indeed expected to be very efficient at moderate 
H concentrations. At higher H concentrations, there is a clear degradation in the 
ion absorption and in the total single-pass absorption. At lower temperatures (as 
those expected in the plasmas without ICRF), this degradation is more severe and 
the single-pass absorption may be as low as =0.3 for X[H]40%. This deleterious 
effect can, however, be compensated by operating with higher k// antenna phasings 
(as e.g. 00), at the cost of a somewhat lower antenna coupling. In general, the 
simulations of the half-field scenarios suggest that operating at higher k// phasing 
configurations helps to increase the total absorption, both due to a broadening of 
the ion-cyclotron absorption and due to enhanced FWLD/TTMP electron damping.  

Finally, it is important to mention that all the ICRF scenarios presented 
benefit from higher bulk plasma temperatures and therefore it is very important to 
assure a sufficient pre-heating of the plasma in the initial operation phase of ITER, 
with additional use of simultaneous NBI and ECRH auxiliary power.  
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